Mid-Year GMP Survey

As we approach the end of the Fall 2013 semester, we would appreciate your input on your experiences as a GMP participant. In order to help improve the program, please *Fill Out the (anonymous) Mid-Year Survey Below before Friday December 6th*. This is important so that we can evaluate how we are doing and make changes accordingly. *Even if you have NOT participated in any GMP event this year, we really need your feedback as well!* 

At the end of the survey, you will be redirected to another page where you may enter your information for a chance to WIN A PRIZE!

GMP Mid-Year Survey Link: http://tinyurl.com/midyear1314

Wadsworth Graduate Mentoring Award
Applications due January 21, 2014

• Recognizes the special contributions made by a graduate student recipient in the area of mentoring women
• Open to any MS or PhD student in engineering who meets the criteria outlined online at https://engineering.purdue.edu/WIEP/WadsworthGradAwardIntro.htm
• More info available online
Feature of the Week

Have you heard of Goldie Blox? This cool engineering toy, marketed to young girls, is finally readily available for purchase! Check out the fun advertisement [here](#) or get more information about the product on [Amazon](#). If you have any girls on your shopping list, this would be a great way to show them that engineering is fun!

Support Hours Will be Back Next Term!

We just wanted to give you a heads up that support hours will be suspended until the second week of next term, because of holidays and finals. If you need any support from us please email the LT and someone schedule a time meet with you.

Women in Science and Engineering: 50 Must-Read Bloggers

*Women, are you interested in blogs that discuss what women in engineering are up to or their thoughts on science and engineering? If your favorite blog is not listed here, please share yours on [MIXABLE](#)? OR if you have a new found favorite from this list please share that as well!*